Abstract. This paper concentrates on the computational challenge in multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) and a comprehensive strategy combining enhanced collaborative optimization (ECO) and kriging approximation models is introduced. In this strategy, the computational and organizational advantages of original collaborative optimization (CO) are inherited by ECO, which can satisfy the strengthened consistency requirements. Kriging approximation models are constructed to replace high-fidelity simulation models in individual disciplines and reduce the expensive computational cost in practical MDO problems. The proposed methodology is demonstrated by solving the classical speed reducer design problem. The better results indicate that ECO using kriging approximation models can achieve a considerable reduction of computational expense while guaranteeing the accuracy of optimal solutions with efficient convergence.
Introduction
As the emergence of multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO), it brought a novel method for the design of large-scale complex engineering systems. MDO is commonly viewed as a methodology for the design of complex engineering systems and subsystems that coherently exploits the synergism of mutually interacting phenomena [1] . Since this method was proposed, significant attention has been paid to its applications in both industrial and academic fields. However, computational expense and organizational complexity in MDO seriously hamper its direct application to practical engineering design problems, which usually consist of several disciplines and considerable design variables. The coupling relationships, widely existing among interactional disciplines, are one of the main reasons for computational and organizational difficulties. To address this intractable coupled problem, some efficient decomposition methodologies developed for the design of large-scale complex engineering systems have emerged. Collaborative optimization (CO) is one popular strategy and extensively utilized to solve the coupled MDO problems. In CO approach, a complex problem is hierarchically decomposed along disciplinary boundaries into a number of subproblems [2] and each subproblem can be dealt with independently. Therefore, CO successfully eliminates the interactive analysis process and effectively reduces the computational expense. To guarantee the compatibility between local subsystem variables and corresponding system variables, an enhanced collaborative optimization (ECO) methodology [3] was proposed in our previous work, and the research of this paper is based on this enhanced strategy. On the other hand, as the computer-based simulation and analysis is widely used in the design of large-scale complex engineering systems, high-fidelity simulation and analysis models, such as finite element models and computational fluid dynamic models, gradually become an important source that causes the expensive computational cost in MDO. Accordingly, approximation models such as polynomial response surface models and kriging models [4] are employed to replace the high-fidelity models and reduce the computational expense on performing actual simulation and analysis codes. Kriging approximation technique, an important interpolation method, is usually used in conjunction with design of experiment strategy to construct global surrogate models, which are more accurate than polynomial response surface models.
To mitigate the computational burden in MDO problems, ECO approach and kriging approximation models are combined in this research. Specifically, kriging models are constructed to replace the exact subsystem analysis models in the ECO design architecture. This combinative strategy is tested on NASA's standard speed reducer design problem.
Proposed Approach
Enhanced Collaborative Optimization. Collaborative optimization is a bi-level system design architecture applied in multidisciplinary analysis and optimization environment. The basic principle of CO approach is the decomposition for the whole design problem along the disciplinary boundaries into two levels, including system level and subsystem level design problems. CO promises the disciplinary autonomy so that designers can handle each subsystem design problem individually. Interdisciplinary compatibility constraints in system level optimization problem are used to represent the coupling relationships among different disciplines. When applied to MDO problems, this coordination mechanism and hierarchical design model can make a great deal of reduction of computational expense. More detailed introduction about CO can be obtained in literature [2] . In CO approach, multidisciplinary variables are used to enforce compatibility among the analysis blocks in each subsystem and they are composed of (a) each variable which is input to one analysis-block and computed in another and (b) each variable which requires input to multiple analysis-blocks [2] . The former variables are usually known as system shared design variables and the latter ones are as system coupled variables. However, in a majority of actual engineering design problems, the system objective functions depend on not only the multidisciplinary variables but also local design variables and local state variables in some subsystems. The compatibility constraints in original CO exclude the local variables mentioned above. Consequently, an enhanced collaborative optimization (ECO) [3] was proposed to make up the shortage of original CO approach.
Kriging Approximation Technique. Originally, kriging approximation technique was developed for the application in mining engineering and geostastics [5] . Subsequently, in response to the issue that the applicability of using polynomial response surface method to model deterministic computer simulation data, kriging approximation technique was proposed by statisticians to approximate the deterministic data in design and analysis of computer experiments (DACE) [4] . Recently, statistical kriging approximation technique has been migrated to the engineering field and has gained extensive applications. The kriging approximation model can be typically expressed as
where y(x) is the observed response, f(x) is a known regression function (e.g. polynomial regression models), and Z(x) is a stochastic process with mean zero and variance 2 σ . In many practical applications, f(x) is often viewed as a constant like β . The covariance matrix of Z(x) is calculated using Eq. (2):
where R would be an n×n correlation matrix (In this study, it is assumed to screen n sampled points in an m-dimensional design space for the construction of each kriging model). R is the stochastic process correlation function. The important philosophy used in kriging approximation technique is to give the best linear unbiased predictor (BLUP) at an untried point x, which can be written as , and F is the column vector of length n with all elements equal to unity,
. β is the generalized least square estimator of β , which is given as Eq. (4), and r T (x) is the correlation vector of length n between an untried point x and each of the n sampled points, i.e. 1 2 , , ,
Then Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) approach is adopted in kriging approximation technique, and the MLE estimators for k θ in correlation functions are obtained by solving the maximization problem
Finally, the construction process for kriging approximation models can be concluded as solving the m-dimensional unconstrained optimization problem described as Eq. (5). Enhanced Collaborative Optimization Using Kriging Approximation Models. Although the computing power and speed have gained great improvement currently, the computational cost of computer-based simulation and analysis with high-fidelity models is still so expensive that some complex analysis procedures are limited to be implemented in MDO [6] . Note that the ECO method can satisfy more rigorous consistency requirements on a basis of retaining computational and organizational advantages of traditional CO approach. Meanwhile, kriging approximation models can provide a global and highly accurate fit to the original simulation and analysis codes. Then, enhanced collaborative optimization using kriging approximation models is proposed in this paper. The design architecture of this new strategy is organized as Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 The architecture of ECO using kriging approximation models
Case Study
The NASA Langley Research Center is very concerned about the research in MDO area, and a set of standard test problems were introduced for the evaluation and comparison of MDO methods. In this paper, the well-known speed reducer design example is chosen to verify the feasibility and advantage of the combinative strategy presented above. This speed reducer problem involves the design of a simple gearbox, and the designers are charged with minimizing the weight of speed reducer while satisfying some geometrical and physical constraints.
The test problem can be described as: 
This problem consists of gear design and shaft design, and it can be decomposed into one system level coordination optimization problem and three subsystem disciplinary design problems. To construct kriging approximation models, 12 observed points are generated using Latin hypercube design in each subsystem. The approximation function relationships between responses and design variables can be represented as Fig. 2 . , , , , Fig. 3 The architecture of speed reducer design problem based on ECO using kriging approximation models
In this problem, system design variables z 2 , z 3 are shared in all the three subsystems and system objective function has the dependence on local design variables in each subsystem. According to the strategy of ECO using kriging approximation models, the architecture of speed reducer design problem can be shown as Fig. 3 . Mixed Integer Optimization method is used to search for the optimal solutions of system level and subsystem level problems. Given a set of initial values for the system design variables, the optimized weight of speed reducer can be obtained after performing the methodology of ECO using kriging approximation models. We resolve the design problem with the same initial values using ECO
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approach, and make a comparison between these two methods. Finally, the comparative results are shown in Table 1 . From the data in Table 1 , it can be seen that the optimized objective function values solved by ECO using kriging approximation models are very adjacent to those solved by ECO approach, while the number of system iteration using the former method is significantly decreased, and sometimes the reduction is attractive. As a result, ECO using kriging approximation models can achieve a considerable reduction of computational expense in MDO problems while guaranteeing the accuracy of optimal solutions with efficient convergence. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the strategy of ECO using kriging approximation models is proposed to address the computational challenge in MDO problems. In this strategy, ECO inherits the computational and organizational advantages of traditional CO and can satisfy the strengthened consistency requirements. Kriging approximation technique can provide an accurate fit to the high-fidelity simulation and analysis model and thereby reduce the expensive computational cost in practical MDO problems. These merits are demonstrated by solving the classical speed reducer design problem using the proposed strategy.
